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Shade borosilicate transparent glass

Estructura hierro
Structure iron

Dimmable electronic transformer with appropriate devices for the 
same

Lamps included 

5100/196S halógeno  chrome 19x G4 12V-10W 
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The DROP pendant collection is a classic by Alma Light, one of its fl agships, its 
most well-known luminaire. It stands out above all for its famous transparent glass 
in the shape of a drop and for its great variety of models.
What we love about DROP is its brightness, its luminosity, its visibility, its presen-
ce. DROP is beautiful and eye-catching, and when lit it creates a show of brilliance 
and brings a lot of light. It is ideal to be placed in homes, retail and dining spaces 
and it combines especially with contemporary interiors that include details of select 
design and a lot of modernity.
The halogen DROP cluster includes 2 models: 19 lights and 37 lights. Each of 
them is available in three lengths: ‘S’ of 70cm, ‘Standard’ of 170cm max-110cm 
min. and ‘XL’ de 350cm max-290cm min. The ‘S’ cannot be shortened, and it is 
really important to take into account the minimum lengths in the standard and the 
XL, since only 60cm -as a maximum- can be carefully gathered inside the ceiling 
plate to obtain a shorter suspension. In case more cable is hidden, the correct 
functioning of these fi ttings is at stake. The structure is of chromed iron and the 
shades are made of borolisicate transparent blown glass. They include electronic 
transformer (one in the 19, two in the 37) that allow dimming, provided that the 
dimming system at the installation is inductive & resistive, that is, compatible with 
electronic transformers. The sockets in the DROP halogen are always G4 and 
halogen 10W bulbs (no higher power bulbs can be used, as maximum transformer 
load can be overwhelmed) are always included.


